
HealthARCH is transforming healthcare every day. A leader in the 

widespread adoption of Electronic Health Records since 2010, our 

work has expanded to include additional healthcare related 

services.  We focus on assisting healthcare professionals to 

successfully function in and navigate today’s marketplace.

Your Healthcare Solutions Partner

A Division of the UCF College of Medicine



New payment models require providers to focus on quality and outcomes, 

and physicians need to be prepared to demonstrate both value and cost 

savings to remain competitive and maximize revenue.  The demand for 

practices to be more efficient and patient-centered is increasing, and 

the use of Electronic Health Record (EHR) data has become integral to 

providing better care to patients. 

 H E A L T H A R C H

HEALTHCARE IS EVOLVING

Our team of experts spend time getting to 

know your needs, concerns, and workflow for a 

customized, hands-on approach.

A dedicated account manager will be assigned to 

you to advise and guide you, because we know it is 

challenging to implement all these changes alone.

Stay ahead of the changes in healthcare.

OUR APPROACH 
We know every practice is different. That’s why 

we create a work plan tailored specifically to your 

practice.



WE ASSIST 
• Primary Care Providers

•  Specialty Providers—

Including Mental Health and Dental

Practices

• Hospitals / Health Systems

• Health Plans

• Accountable Care Organizations

• Medical Societies

WE FEATURE 
• Personalized Service

• Comprehensive Assessments

• Project Management

• Compliance Monitoring

• Certified Experts

• Education

• Training

• CEU Credits

We are your trusted healthcare solutions partner.

Be prepared for value based payment models, avoid CMS penalties 
and position your practice for bonus payments. We will help you 
better manage your data, improve care coordination, and reduce 
costs.  Don’t get left behind when it comes to Health IT.  



OUR SERVICES 
• MACRA Quality Payment Program Education and Support

• Patient Centered Medical Home (PCMH) Transformation

•

Privacy and Security Assessment

•

Audit Preparedness

•

Meaningful Use Support and Attestation

• ICD-10 Training

• E/M Coding and Documentation Training

• Compliance Programs

• Billing Audits

• Annual HIPAA Privacy & Security Training

THE HEALTHARCH DIFFERENCE 
Our healthcare professionals are current on the 

latest policies and changes in healthcare reform. 

We work directly with industry and government 

agencies to keep you up-to-date on how new 

policies can affect your practice.

We can help guide you through  

the complicated healthcare landscape…  

from meaningful use attestation, to 

quality reporting standards, to successful 

patient engagement strategies.

• EHR System Evaluation, Selection and Implementation

Patient Centered Specialty Practice (PCSP) Transformation

•



HealthARCH’s IMPACT 
• Providing	Health	IT	Support	Since	2010

• 	More	Than	3,173	Providers	Assisted	At	Over	800	Organizations

• 	1,363	Primary	Care	Providers	Achieved	Meaningful	Use

• $48.3	Million	In	EHR	Incentive	Payments	Earned

• 	4,000	Medical	Professionals	Have	Received
Revenue	Cycle	Training

• 	300	Providers	Assisted	With	Medical	Home
Practice	Transformation

Making a difference with our clients every day.

“ Since the adoption of our EHR system, we have had fewer holes in 

communication and more accountability for staff.”

— Dr. Victor Roberts, Endocrinologist, Lake Mary, Florida

“ You have taken me from the dark ages into the 21st century…I would 

highly recommend them. You are all true professionals.”

— Dr. Zulma Cintron, Internal Medicine, Oviedo, Florida



healthARCH.org

Contact HealthARCH today at 407.775.6010 or via email 
at joinhealtharch@ucf.edu to schedule your free initial 
consultation.

2169 N FORSYTH RD, ORLANDO, FLORIDA 32807 

TEL 407.775.6010   FAX 407.636.5142
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